October 10-14, 2022, in Miami South Beach
Unleash your full business potential
Construction & Engineering
The way Construction and Engineering companies
operate has changed significantly. The last two years
have created new decision-making dynamics and put
organizations under immense pressure to clearly
demonstrate tangible returns on their investments and
the value they create for the organization.
Today, technology shapes success and IFS Unleashed
2022 will demonstrate how and why IFS and its
software, customer success services and cloud
technology are best placed to help you realize value in
your Construction and Engineering business. Join us to
experience:
•

Three days of invaluable, expert insights to realize
maximum value for your business with IFS software
and services

•

More industry focus than ever before with a
dedicated zone for Construction & Engineering
that will provide an immersive experience
showcasing the latest technology and operating
models that are driving a new age of technical
innovation
Be inspired by showcase sessions
with keynotes from acclaimed
thought leaders and some of
industry’s most respected figures

Master challenges with industry and
product specific breakouts, debates
and panel discussions

See solutions up close with demos
and real-world examples, and
experience innovation unleashed

Direct access to meet IFS experts via
our IFS Unleashed event app

Sessions for your industry
Three days of presentations, panel sessions and use cases, specifically dedicated to Construction & Engineering
industry topics and featuring IFS customers, partners and industry leaders.
Don’t miss out on…

Successfully managing
quantities through the project
lifecycle

Full Asset Lifecycle
Management: the golden
goose that delivers triple digit
revenue boost

The bright future of modular
and offsite construction

IFS Unleashed: Showcase highlights

Unleash growth

Unleash value

Unleash people

Learn how the latest
release of IFS Cloud
further accelerates
innovation

Learn how IFS underpins
sustainable business
operations

Learn why ‘a total
experience’ is the basis
for successful adoption
and workforce innovation

Unleash your
Moment of Service™
Learn how to connect
your entire value chain
and curate loyalty

Why attend?
Maximize value from technology investment
•

Explore the value technology delivers and discover new ways to maximize value in your business

•

Understand how and why Artificial Intelligence, machine learning, remote sensing, Cloud computing,
automation, and digital twins can help you create an intelligent and autonomous business

•

Discover how being evergreen with IFS Cloud means continuous value realization

•

Empower your employees and discover how change management and total experience drives adoption

•

Talk with product experts and attend training to get the most from your investment in IFS

Learn what's next
•

Our senior leadership will highlight how our R&D investments are centered around key strategic initiatives,
that will help you deploy into the cloud and realize your business benefits faster

•

With more and more businesses shifting their business models to gain strategic competitive advantage,
we’ll examine how to connect your entire value chain to curate loyalty and deliver when it matters most: in
the Moment of Service™

Gather industry-led insights
•

IFS Unleashed has more industry focus than any event we’ve hosted before

•

Choose from industry sessions in our industry zones, or product breakouts and panels as well as one-to-one
discussions with our senior leadership and subject matter experts

Network with the best
•

Meet some of the world’s most experienced business and technology professionals, leaders and influencers

•

Access world class IFS partners and consultants to support your transformation journey

•

Enjoy daily lunches, evening events and entertainment including a Welcome Beach Party and Appreciation
Night

Join world-class training
•

Attend comprehensive, engaging training courses, including technical and functional sessions, to unlock
the innovation in IFS Cloud. Courses run Thursday October 13, PM and Friday October 14, AM. Places are
limited – book now.

See the latest offers and learn more at ifsunleashed.com

